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Zanders: six new apprentices
Paper technologists, mechatronics engineers as well as machine and plant operators are
trained
Bergisch Gladbach, 24 October 2019. Zanders has welcomed six new apprentices at the beginning of this
training year: two new employees each learn the professions of paper technologist, mechatronics
engineer and machine and plant operator at the Gohrsmühle paper mill. Thomas Döring, Head of Human
Resources at Zanders: "As in previous years, we were able to successfully fill all offered apprenticeships."
This shows that Zanders is still regarded as an attractive employer and that the company continues to
invest in his personal future, says Döring.
Zanders offers training as a machine and plant operator for the second time this year. The concept proves
to be successful, explains Döring: "With the new training, we were able to arouse the interest of young
people, for whom a job at a paper producer was previously out of the question. In addition to the
industry‐specific paper technologist, with the mechatronics engineer and the machine and plant
operator, we now offer two further trainings that open up new perspectives for young people."

The new Zanders apprentices as paper technologists (PT),
mechatronics technicians (ME) and machine and plant
operators (MP) (from left): Mike Richter (day foreman
paper production, instructor PT and MP), Onur Yilmaz (PT),
Olegs Snikers (ME), Daniel Nadrop (ME), Nazem Hassan
(MP), Norbert Mueller (PT), Patrick Pascoa (MP) and Thomas
Cuerten (master electrician maintenance, instructor ME).
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About Zanders Paper
Zanders Paper is a German manufacturer of high‐quality specialty papers and cartons for labels, packaging and
graphic applications. Founded in 1829 by Johann Wilhelm Zanders in Bergisch Gladbach, the company still operates
the Gohrsmühle paper mill with about 350 employees. The portfolio includes high‐gloss label papers and premium
board qualities of the traditional brand Chromolux, one of the world's leading paper brands, as well as high quality
variants with extra smooth or naturally napped surfaces. These include Zanlabel label papers and Zanpack
packaging board qualities. Especially designed for digital printing, Zanders Paper offers the premium range of
Chromolux digital and Silver digital brands as well as Zanjet, a double‐sided coated paper for commercial high‐
speed inkjet printing. The portfolio is rounded off by Zanbarrier, the barrier paper for flexible food packaging, which
is available in the variants Zanbarrier OGR (Oil and Grease Resistant) and Zanbarrier NGR (Natural Grease Resistant
– a barrier function completely without fluorocarbon or other chemicals). The company's customers are
manufacturers of beverages such as spirits; sparkling wine, wine, beer or water, food and luxury foods, tobacco
products, pharmaceutical and cosmetic products.
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